DROP OFF & ENTERING
1: The side car park is a drop of zone only. Masters of seniors driving themselves will
need to park in the main car park and walk around to the side.
2: Once swimmers are dropped of parents will need to park their cars in the main car
parking area to keep the flow of cars in and out of the drop of zone uninterrupted and
clear.
3: All swimmers and PSC workforce will sign in and have temperature checked as
stated in safety briefing.
4: Active Luton will be controlling the fire exit entry point and will open the door 10
minutes prior to our session and close it 5 minutes before to enable them to be in
their lifeguard position before we get in.
5: Swimmers will need to make sure they are wearing warm clothes (joggers, hat,
coat etc) due to the high possibility of queuing in poor weather.
6: No one will be allowed into the session once the door has been closed.
7: Masks to be worn until swimmers reach their lane and swimmer number.
PARENTS/ GUARDIANS
1: Active Luton's message to clubs is: The main reception and café area are of limits
to club parents/ guardians and will be asked to leave by staff if inside. Swimmers will
not be able to enter through the turnstiles and parents will not be able to wait inside
to collect their swimmers. There is a one-way traffic system in the centre with no
room or space for 40 parents to be waiting.
2: The gallery/ viewing area is closed and will remain closed until Active Luton lift
their restriction to clubs
3: Swimmers will need to be collected from the pick-up zone outside the main
entrance. PSC workforce cannot wait for late parents to pick up their swimmers, so
we ask for you to stay within the car park or surrounding area.
ACTIVE LUTON'S ONE-WAY SYSTEM INSIDE THE FACILITY
1: All guidance sent out by PSC (video, images, diagram) details the routes and oneway system set out by Active Luton. We will be following their rules for entering,
navigating and exiting the building.
2: There are 2 crossover points where swimmers and the public facility users may
cross.
a) passing through turnstiles. There is a crossover from the turnstiles to the stairs
for the public, and from the corridor to the turnstiles for PSC swimmers. Swimmers
will be guided and escorted out by a PSC Covid Officer and need to follow their lead.
b) As seen in the images, there is a queuing system for public community pool
users and swim lessons. There is also an overflow for these lessons that go into the
sports hall crossing the exit path. Again, follow the Covid Officers lead.

